1. Call Meeting to Order
2. Roll Call
3. Approval of Minutes - February 16, 1994
4. Public Comment
5. President’s Report
   a. Academic Calendar Proposal
   b. Transferability of Credits
   c. General Announcements
6. Vice President’s Report
7. Business Manager’s Report
   a. Comments (Question and Answer Period)
   b. Draw Order
   c. General Fund Support Recommendation
   d. Budgeting
8. Committee Reports
9. Unfinished Business
   a. SB118 Resolution for A Sustainable University Center - in committee
   b. SB119 Resolution for A Sustainable Campus - in committee
   c. SB131 Resolution to Oppose Proposed University Funding Model - in committee
   d. SB133 Resolution for Ballot Issue to Repeal Executive Meetings
   e. SB137 Resolution to Oppose Special Fees on International Students
   f. SB138 Resolutions to Amend Articles of ASUM Constitution and Hold Constitutional Convention
   g. SB139 Resolution to Oppose Extension of Contract Option to Divot Development
10. New Business
11. Comments
12. Adjournment
# ASUM Senate Tally Sheet

## Senate Members
- Josh Arnold
- Susan Arnold
- Eldena Bear Don't Walk
- James Brown
- Tye Deines
- Mohammad Farooqui
- Allison Grant
- Betty Gregory
- Jody Hammond
- Evan Katzman
- Hilary Kuntz
- Jon Lindsay
- Michele Mather
- Jennifer Panasuk
- Alison Redenius
- Benjamin Reed
- Tana Rogers
- Teresa Schlosser
- Joao Tomazeli
- Lewis Yellow Robe

## ASUM Officers
- Jolane Flanigan
  - President
- Tim Crowe
  - Vice-President
- Ed Hoffman
  - Business Manager

## Faculty Advisors
- Professor Ausland
- Professor Kia
Chair Crowe called the meeting to order at 5:17 p.m. Present: Flanigan, Crowe, Hoffman, J. Arnold, S. Arnold, Bear Don't Walk, Brown, Deines, Faroqui (5:18), Grant (5:26), Gregory, Hammond, Katzman, Kuntz, Lindsay, Mather, Panasuk, Redenius, Reed, Rogers (6:08), Schlosser, Tomazeli and Yellow Robe.

The minutes of the February 16th meeting were approved as written.

President’s Report

a. The Faculty Senate is going to request flexibility in the semester calendar, rather than an adherence to specific dates.

b. See Flanigan for a report regarding transferability of credits.

c. Flanigan requested that those needing to use her office request permission. Problems have arisen with regard to desk papers being misplaced.

Public Comment

*Student members from Western Montana Mountain Rescue, Men’s Rugby, Women’s Center, Symphonic Winds, Jazz Bands, Student Social Work, German Klub, Golden Key Club, University Orchestra, Student Recreation, Advocates, Cutbank and Honors Association commented on their groups’ proposed budgets.

Vice-President’s Report - None

Business Manager’s Report

a. Hoffman explained the budgeting process and fielded questions.

b. A drawing determined the following category order:
   1) ASUM Administration
   2) Academic Organizations
   3) Student Publications
   4) Student Programming
   5) Broad-Based Student Services
   6) Campus Recreation
   7) Student Support Services

c. The following decisions were made for General Fund expenditures (Exhibit A):
   A motion by Hoffman-Lindsay to fund Child Care rent at $15,443 passed. A motion by Hoffman-Brown to fund Alumni Career Consultant salaries at $10,000 passed. A motion by Hoffman-Tomazeli to fund Escort Student Patrol salaries at $18,066.86 passed. A motion by Mather-Grant during discussion to reduce (1225 -$2,721, 1499 -$32.65) failed. A motion by Hoffman-Panasuk to fund Advocates’ budget at $1,490.14 passed. A motion by Hoffman-? to fund Legal Services $1,490.14 for books (2225) passed 15-3.

Five-minute recess

d. BUDGETING - FY’95

The following amendment motions were made by categories:
(F.A. = Friendly Amendment; E.R. = Executive Recommendation)

The beginning balance for the discretionary fund: $10,344.53.
ASUM Administration


SPA

A motion by Deines-Lindsay to increase E.R. 2405 - $180 failed. A motion by Bear Don’t Walk-Yellow Robe to increase E.R. 2401 - $34.20 passed.

A motion by Lindsay-Farooqui to close the category passed.

ACADEMIC ORGANIZATIONS

Ad Club

Katzman-Grant moved to decrease E.R. 2415 - <$2,000>. A F.A. by Mather to amend the decrease to <$700> was denied. The original motion passed. A motion by Katzman-Schlosser to decrease E.R. 2231 - <$500> failed. A motion by Katzman-Brown to decrease E.R. 2225 - <$50> failed. A motion by Katzman-? to decrease E.R. 2212 - <$449> failed.

Jazz Club

A motion by Tomazeli-Gregory to increase E.R. 2102 - $893.75 failed. A motion by Tomazeli-Gregory to increase E.R. 2102 - $293.75 failed. A motion by Tomazeli-Reed to increase E.R. 2204 - $875 passed.

AISES


AIBL

A motion by S. Arnold-Farooqui to increase E.R. 2214 - $150 passed. A motion by S. Arnold-Lindsay to increase E.R. 2309 - $50 failed. S. Arnold-Lindsay moved to increase E.R. 2290 - $50. A F.A. by Hoffman to change the increase to $25 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

German Klub

A motion by Schlosser-Katzman to increase E.R. 2102 - $400 passed. Schlosser-Lindsay moved to increase E.R. 2405 - $500. A F.A. by Katzman to change the increase to $150 was accepted. The motion as amended failed.

Geology Club

Brown-Lindsay moved to increase E.R. 2404 - $300. A F.A. by Bear Don’t Walk to change the increase to $318.60 was denied. The motion passed.

Student Social Work Association

Lindsay-Rogers moved to increase E.R. 2405 - $1100. A F.A. by Redenius to change the increase to $600 was denied. A F.A. by Brown to change the increase to $600 was accepted. A motion by Schlosser-Tomazeli to amend the increase to $350 passed. The motion as amended passed.
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Spurs
Rogers-Schlosser moved to increase E.R. 2214 - $100. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the increase to $50 was accepted. The original motion as amended passed. Rogers-Lindsay moved to increase E.R. 2304 - $38.10. A F.A. by Bear Don't Walk to change the increase to $25 was denied. A motion by Bear Don't Walk-Tomazeli to amend the increase to $13.10 passed. The motion as amended passed. A motion by Rogers-Lindsay to increase E.R. 2309 $35 failed.

Society of American Foresters
A motion by Hoffman-Schlosser to increase the E.R. 2385 - $30 passed. A motion by Hoffman-Schlosser to increase the E.R. 2405 - $360 passed.

Pi Omega Pi
A motion by Flanigan-Rogers to increase the E.R. 2415 - $150 failed. A motion by Flanigan-Tomazeli to increase the E.R. 2415 - $50 passed.

Mortar Board
A motion by Kuntz-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2304 - <$300> passed. A motion by Kuntz-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2214 - <$100> passed.

Montana Model United Nations
A motion by Bear Don't Walk-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2214 - <$100> passed. Bear Don't Walk-Schlosser moved to decrease the E.R. 2309 - <$100>. F.A.s by Deines to change the decrease E.R. to <$200> or <$100> and increase E.R. 2516 by one of the same amounts was denied. A F.A. by Katzman to decrease the E.R. 2309 - <$200> and increase the E.R. 2516 - $100 was denied. A motion by Katzman-Farooqui to amend the decrease to 2309 - <$200> failed. A F.A. by Tomazeli to decrease E.R. 2309 - <$160> and increase E.R. 2516 - $60 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

Buttered Toast Society
Reed-Panasuk moved to increase the E.R. 2102 - $1700. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the decrease to $500 was accepted. The motion as amended failed. A motion by Reed-Schlosser to increase the E.R. 2309 - $80 passed.

Beta Phi Alpha
Redenius-Lindsay moved to increase E.R. 2801 - $230. A F.A. by Katzman to change the increase to $164 and decrease E.R. 2704 - <$164> was accepted. A F.A. by Grant to change the previous F.A. amount to $66 and <$66> was accepted. The motion as amended failed. A motion by Redenius-Lindsay to increase the E.R. 2401 - $85 failed.

The Wildlife Society
A motion by Grant-Lindsay to increase the E.R. 2204 - $150 passed.

American Chemist’s Society
A motion by Mather-Tomazeli to increase the E.R. 2401 - $35.70 passed.

Ten-minute recess

Montana Model United Nations
Katzman-Redenius moved to decrease the E.R. 2516 - <$560>. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the decrease to <$360> was denied. A motion by Farooqui to amend the decrease to <$360> failed. The motion passed. A motion by Katzman-J. Arnold to decrease the E.R. 2505 - <$125> failed. A motion by Katzman-Redenius to decrease the E.R. 2881 - <$100> failed.
Hoffman's suggestion to limit debate to five minutes met with no objection.

DBS - Graduate Student Organization
A motion by Tomazeli-Lewis to increase the E.R. 2415 - $480 failed. A motion by Hoffman-Schlosser to limit debate to three pros/three cons failed. A motion by Tomazeli-Grant to increase E.R. 2415 - $270 passed.

University Orchestra
A motion by Tomazeli-Schlosser to decrease E.R. 2405 - <$250> failed.

American Chemist's Society
A motion by S. Arnold-Schlosser to decrease E.R. 2225 - <$75> passed. The Chair broke a tie vote by voting aye.

UM Composer's Club
A motion by Brown-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2309 - <$100> passed.

Symphonic Winds
Lindsay-Brown moved to decrease the E.R. 2405 - <$800>. A F.A. by Redenius to change the decrease to <$2,200> was accepted. A F.A. by Reed to change the decrease to <$1,700> was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

A motion by Rogers-Schlosser to close the category failed.

Honors Student Association
A motion by Rogers-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2415 <$195> passed.

Le Cercle Francais
Deines-Brown moved to increase the E.R. 2304 - $19.10. A F.A. by S. Arnold to change the motion to increase the E.R. 2514 - $25 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

Golden Key National Honor Society
A motion by Grant-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2414 - <$310> passed.

Mortar Board
A motion by Mather-Lindsay to increase the E.R. 2214 - $100 failed.

A motion by Hammond-Redenius to close the category passed.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Kaimin
A motion by Katzman-Tomazeli to decrease the E.R. 1225 - <$5,000> passed.

A motion by Hoffman-Schlosser to close the category failed.

Cutbank
Farooqui-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2214 - $1,000. A F.A. by Reed to change the increase to $2,000 was accepted. A F.A. by Katzman to change the increase to $500 was denied. A motion by Katzman-? to amend the increase to $500 passed. A F.A. by Reed to change the increase to $1,000 was denied. A F.A. by Lindsay to change the increase to $1,000 was denied. A motion by Grant-? to amend the increase to $1,000 passed. The motion as amended passed.
A motion by Deines-Farooqui to increase E.R. 2214 - $60 failed.

A motion to close Student Publications passed.

STUDENT PROGRAMMING

Programming
A motion by Redenius-Deines to increase the E.R. 1225 - $900 and 1499 - $33.75 passed.

Student Chapter, International Wildlife Film Festival
A motion by Lindsay-Gregory to increase the E.R. 1226 - $200 and 1499 - $2.40 passed.

A motion by Bear Don't Walk-Reed to close Student Programming passed.

An error in addition was found in an account's total, and an adjustment of <$0.50> was made to the discretionary balance.

BROAD-BASED STUDENT SERVICES

Advocates
Yellow Robe-Grant moved to decrease the E.R. 2404 - <$1,061.72>. A F.A. by Flanigan to change the decrease to $696.46 was denied. A motion by Flanigan-Deines to amend the decrease to <$696.46> passed. The motion as amended passed. Yellow Robe-Bear Don't Walk moved to decrease the E.R. 2385 - <$380> passed. A F.A. by Flanigan to change the decrease to <$480> and increase the E.R. 2371 - $480 was denied. The motion passed. A motion by Yellow Robe-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2309 - <$243> passed. A motion by Yellow Robe-Schlosser to decrease the E.R. 2304 - <$150> passed.

Peer Advising Program
A motion by J. Arnold-Redenius to decrease the E.R. 2214 - <$100> passed. J. Arnold-S. Arnold moved to decrease the E.R. 2309 - <$100>. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the decrease to <$25> was denied. A motion by Farooqui-Deines to amend the decrease to <$25> failed. The motion failed.

A motion by Reed-Brown to close Broad-Based Student Services passed.

Ten-minute recess

CAMPUS RECREATION

Rodeo Club
A motion by Reed-Lindsay to increase E.R. 2214 - $40 passed. A motion by Reed-Lindsay to increase E.R. 2309 - $210 passed. Reed-Rogers moved to increase E.R. 2401 - $2500. A F.A. by Katzman to change the increase to $1750 was denied. The motion passed.

UM Big Sky Taekwondo
Panasuk-Mather moved to increase the E.R. 2801 - $8,850. A F.A. by Lindsay to change the increase to $1,850 was accepted. A F.A. by J. Arnold to change the increase to $1,550 was denied. A motion by J. Arnold-Tomazeli to amend the increase to $300 passed. Tomazeli-Lindsay moved to amend the increase to $850. A F.A. by Mather to amend the increase to 2801 - $300 and 2401 - $550 was accepted. A F.A. by Panasuk to amend the increase to
2401 - $1,000 was denied. The motion as amended passed. A motion by Panasuk-Redenius to increase E.R. 2405 - $450 passed.

University of Montana Rugby (Men's)
Redenius-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2405 - $600. A F.A. by Mather to change the increase to $350 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

UM Baseball Club
A motion by Grant-Hoffman to increase the E.R. 2210 - $100 passed.

UM Water Polo Club
A motion by Mather-Tomazeli to increase the E.R. 2516 - $25.50 passed. A motion by Mather-Lindsay to increase the E.R. 2210 - $436 failed.

Betterside Women's Rugby
Hammond-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2405 - $575. A F.A. by Redenius to change the increase to $325 was accepted. A F.A. by Rogers to change the increase to $500 was accepted. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the increase to $485 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

Hockey Club
Katzman-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2528 - $300. A F.A. by Brown to change the increase to $600 was denied. Brown-Lindsay moved to amend the increase to $480. A F.A. by Farooqui to increase the amount to $600 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

UM Cycling Team
Tomazeli-Katzman moved to increase the E.R. 2415 - $1,186.50. A F.A. by Mather to change the increase to $1,056 was accepted. A F.A. by Rogers to change the increase to $352 was denied. Rogers-Schlosser moved to amend the increase to $352. A F.A. by Panasuk to change the increase to 2411 - $300 and 2415 - $348 was accepted. The motion to amend passed. The motion as amended passed. A motion by Tomazeli-Panasuk to increase the E.R. 2405 - $135 passed.

University of Montana Woodsmen's Team
A motion by J. Arnold-Schlosser to increase the E.R. 2414 - $376 passed.

Western Montana Mountain Rescue Team
A motion by Lindsay-Rogers to increase the E.R. 2210 - $1,000 passed.

Daigaku Judo Club
Flanigan-Tomazeli moved to increase E.R. 2801 - $685. A F.A. by Katzman to move travel to dues was denied. The motion passed.

Table Tennis Club
A motion by Farooqui-Schlosser to increase the E.R. 2411 - $1.00 passed. Farooqui-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2210 - $200. A F.A. by Tomazeli to change the increase to $190 was accepted. The motion as amended failed.

U of M Golf Club
Deines-Yellow Robe moved to increase the E.R. 2405 - $200. A F.A. by Redenius to change the increase to $100 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

A motion by Mather-Lindsay to close Campus Recreation passed.
STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

Panhellenic
Mather requested that the Panhellenic budget be left as is.

Earth Awareness
A motion by Hammond-Mather to increase the E.R. 2304 - $39 passed.

Forestry Students’ Association
Katzman-Schlosser moved to increase the E.R. 2401 - $100. A F.A. by J. Arnold to change the increase to 2401 - $75 and 2214 - $10 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

International Students’ Association
Tomazeli-Reed moved to increase the E.R. 2214 - $1,375. A F.A. by Mather to change the increase to $425 was denied. A motion by Mather-Yellow Robe to amend the increase to $425 passed. The motion as amended passed. A motion by Tomazeli-Lindsay to increase the E.R. 2401 - $18.75 passed.

Malaysian Students’ Associations
J. Arnold-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2214 - $195. A F.A. by Schlosser to change the increase to $170 was accepted. A F.A. by Mather to change the increase to $60 was accepted. The motion as amended passed. J. Arnold-Schlosser moved to increase the E.R. 2304 - $45.60. A F.A. by Reed to change the increase to $34.80 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

Student Recreation Association
A motion by S. Arnold-J. Arnold to increase the E.R. 2102 - $150 passed.

Corps of Cadets
A motion by Schlosser-Katzman to increase the E.R. 2404 - $200 passed. Schlosser-Tomazeli moved to increase the E.R. 2221 - $50. A F.A. by Gregory to change the increase to a decrease of <$50> was denied. A motion by Gregory-Mather to amend the increase to a decrease of <$50> failed. The motion failed.

Interfraternity Council
A motion by Brown-Lindsay to decrease the E.R. 2214 - <$423> and decrease the E.R. 2280 - $150 passed. A motion by Brown-Katzman to decrease the E.R. 2802 - <$82.50> failed.

UM Women’s Center
A motion by Lindsay-Reed to increase the E.R. 1225 - $800 and 1499 - $9.60 passed.

Phoenix
A motion by Hoffman-J. Arnold to decrease the E.R. 2824 - <$100> and increase the E.R. 2304 - $100 passed.

Volunteer Action Services
A motion by Deines-S. Arnold to increase the E.R. 2309 - $200 failed.

Lambda Alliance
A motion by Kuntz-Deines to decrease the E.R. 2102 - <$500> failed.
Black Student Union

Yellow Robe-Brown moved to decrease the E.R. 2309 - <$90>. A F.A. by Mather to change the decrease to an increase of 2309 - $160 was denied. A motion by Mather-Flanigan to amend the decrease to an increase of 2309 - $160 failed. The motion failed.

Campus Computer Club

A motion by Grant-Tomazeli to increase the E.R. 2405 - $125 passed.

ADSUM

Mather-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2214 - $400. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the increase to $700 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

Wildlands Studies and Information Center

Hammond-Reed moved to increase the E.R. 2102 - $500. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the increase to $150 was denied. A motion by Farooqui-Brown to amend the increase to $150 failed. The motion passed. A motion by Hammond-Mather to increase the E.R. 2214 - $300 passed.

UM Women's Center

A motion by Katzman-J. Arnold to decrease the E.R. 2225 - <$500> failed.

International Students' Association

A motion by Tomazeli-Schlosser to increase the E.R. 2304 - $121 passed. A motion by Tomazeli-Lindsay to increase the E.R. 2371 - $230 passed.

Kyi-Yo Indian Club

A motion by J. Arnold-S. Arnold to increase the E.R. 2214 - $150 failed.

A motion by S. Arnold-Redenius to close Student Support Services passed.

A motion by Hoffman-Lindsay to consider the budget of U of M Shotokan Karate Club passed. (This budget was submitted after the deadline. The decision was made to consider it after all other budgets had an opportunity to be brought forth if there were funds available.)

U of M Shotokan Karate Club (Campus Recreation)

(The E.R. was deducted from the discretionary balance, as it was not figured into the budgeting process with the others.)

A motion by Panasuk-Reed to decrease the E.R. 2801 - <$50> failed. Mather-Schlosser moved to increase the E.R. 2102 - $1000. A F.A. by Katzman to change the increase to $400 was denied. A F.A. by J. Arnold to change the increase to $400 was accepted. The motion as amended passed. A motion by Reed-Brown to increase the E.R. 2214 - $25 passed. A motion by Farooqui-Brown to increase the E.R. 2415 - $200 failed.

A motion by Redenius-Panasuk to close U of M Shotokan Karate Club passed.

A motion by Hoffman-Katzman to recess until next Wednesday, March 9, failed.

Ten-minute recess
A drawing was held to determine the category order for further consideration of group budgets with the remaining discretionary balance of $4,313.59. The results were:

1) Student Support Services
2) Academic Organizations
3) Campus Recreation
4) ASUM Administration
5) Student Programming
6) Broad-Based Student Services
7) Student Publications

STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

Chinese Student Association
A motion by Grant-J. Arnold to increase the E.R. 2514 - $100 passed.

Phoenix
A motion by Redenius-Grant to increase the E.R. 2212 - $250 passed.

A motion by Panasuk-Redenius to close Student Support Services passed.

ACADEMIC ORGANIZATIONS

Beta Phi Alpha
A motion by Reed-Grant to increase the E.R. 2801 - $115 passed.

Anthropology Club
Yellow Robe-Farooqui moved to increase the E.R. 2415 - $250. A F.A. by Redenius to change the increase to $150 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

Mortar Board
A motion by Kuntz-Lindsay to increase the E.R. 2214 - $50 passed.

Ad Club
A motion by Deines-Mather to increase the E.R. 2415 - $400 failed.

AISES
A motion by Gregory-Farooqui to increase the E.R. 2290 - $50 failed.

A motion by Hoffman-Grant to close Academic Organizations passed.

CAMPUS RECREATION

University of Montana Woodsmen's Team
Hoffman-Lindsay moved to increase the E.R. 2505 - $150. A F.A. by Farooqui to change the increase to $100 was accepted. The motion as amended passed.

UM Baseball Club
A motion by Lindsay-J. Arnold to increase the E.R. 2501 - $150 passed. A motion by Lindsay-Schlosser to increase E.R. 2102 - $100 failed.

Hockey Club
A motion by Brown-Redenius to increase the E.R. 2405 - $260 passed. A motion by Brown-Schlosser to increase the E.R. 2528 - $120 failed.

A motion by Schlosser-Redenius to close Campus Recreation passed.
A motion by Schlosser-Yellow Robe to close ASUM Administration passed.

STUDENT PROGRAMMING

Programming
Schlosser-Yellow Robe moved to increase the E.R. 2102 - $3,198.59. A F.A. by Deines to change the increase to $1,000 was denied. A motion by Deines-Katzman to amend the increase to 2102 - $2,748.59 failed. The motion passed.

A motion by Mather-S. Arnold to close Student Programming passed.

A motion by Redenius-Panasuk to accept the entire budget as amended passed.

A motion by Yellow Robe-Schlosser at 9:38 a.m. to adjourn passed.

Carol Hayes
ASUM Office Manager
Inter-office MEMORANDUM

DATE: 2/28/94

TO: ASUM SENATORS

FROM: Jolan, Tim, and Ed

Re: Allocation of General Fund Support Dollars (GSF).

To begin with, sorry this memo is late, we are sure it would have provided useful for those whom were looking at the budgeting info. over the weekend.

We recommend the following amounts be allocated from GFS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORG#</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7029</td>
<td>Child Care Rent</td>
<td>15,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alumni Career Consult.</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7074</td>
<td>Escort Service</td>
<td>18,066.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7060</td>
<td>Advocates Legal Services</td>
<td>1,490.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reasoning behind this decision are as follows:

- Child Care rent: This is above the amount requested on their budget request forms. It is because the money for rent was pretty much grandfathered in by an agreement with a past University President and Child Care.

- Alumni Career Consulting: We thought it would be good to fund them out of this fund because of prior agreement and to give them some freedom in using funds. This is the total amount requested on forms.

- Escort Service: This is in accordance with Fiscal Policy 11/94, ITEM 6.4 A, and a past agreement with the Univ. Administration. This is the total amount requested on forms.

- Advocates: We originally wanted to fund their budget entirely out of ASUM funds to provide as a check of how Advocates spend their money, but there was money left over from the above three groups, so that amount was allocated to Advocates. The math is as follows:

\[ 6155.12(\text{Exec. Rec.}) - 1490.14(\text{Amt. funded by GFS}) = 4664.98(\text{amt by ASUM}) \]

The recommendation will be put before the Senate after the order is drawn but before budgeting begins.

Note: The Business Manager provided you with the wrong copy of the Exec. Rec. spread sheet. You received the copy which was on the door of ASUM. Please except his apologies.